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Welcome to Harrison-Hiett’s first catalogue of Roman Catholic books and ephemera (RC-01) 

 

DESCRIPTIONS. 

All books are first editions, 8vo, published in London, complete, and in their 

original bindings unless otherwise noted. 

 

ORDERING. 

To order from this catalogue simply write, telephone or e-mail. New 

customers are requested to pay on invoice before the books are dispatched. 

 

PAYMENT. 

We accept all major credit and debit cards, paypal, and cheques in sterling drawn 

on UK banks. 

All items remain the property of Harrison-Hiett until paid for in full. 

 

CUSTOMER GUARANTEE. 

All attempts have been made to describe items accurately, however any book may be returned for 

any reason within 7 days of receipt for a full refund. All items are guaranteed complete unless 

otherwise mentioned. 

We are a member of the PBFA, ABA and ILAB, and adhere to their guarantees and codes of conduct. 
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1.  ALEXANDRE, Noel. [Natalis, Alexander] Dissertatio Polemica de Confessione Sacramentali 

ADVERSUS LIBROS QUATUOR Joannis Dallaei Calvinistae Divinam Ejus Institutionem & Usum in 

Ecclesia Perpetuun Impugnantes. Parisiis: Antonium Dezallier 1689 

Alexandro’s Dissertation on the powers of the Sacrament of Confession. This is the Second edition 

(This first being in 1679).  The binding is holding firmly, hinges slightly cracked/abraded, some 

general wear to surface and extremities, corners bumped, foot of spine chipped, back strip 

darkened.  Text block holding firmly, contents generally in good clean condition, a little toned and 

with some occasional minor spots, creases or smudges, some light water staining toward upper 

edges visible toward front and rear.  Title leaf a little dust soiled and with paper flaw toward centre 

foredge, early ink inscription to centre of title and ensuing page.  Period marbled endpapers. 

Born in 1639 in Rouen, Alexandre was a Dominican Priest and theologian. His principal work was a 

26 volume Ecclesiastical History Selecta historiae ecclesiasticae capita He later declared himself a 

Jansenist (although Roman Catholic, a movement influenced heavily by Calvinism) and was stripped 

of his pension and positions. He died in 1724.  

[Stock ID: 1086 ] £125 

 

2.  AMERICAN ECCLESIASTICAL REVIEW Church Music A Magazine for the Clergy, Choirmasters 

and Organists.  Philadelphia: The Dolphin Press 1906 

18 issues of this work. A magazine of the Roman Catholic church. Begun in 1905. This collection 

comprises Vol I. Issues 3 & 4. Vol. II. Issues 1, 3, 4, 5, & 6. Vol III. Issues 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 & 6. Vol. IV. Issues 

2, 3, 4, 5 & 6. Volume II was issued by J. Fischer & Bro. publishers of New York.   Each of parts are 

bound in Grey soft back, stapled with black and red titles. There is a red embossed seal to the front 

of each cover.   Each of the issues are generally clean and tidy. There is a little nicking to the bottom 

edge of Vol. I num. 3. The other copies are sound. Slight darkening to the spines. A couple of foxing 

spots to the grey wrappers. Internally clean and tidy throughout with a touch of foxing only. Overall 

a sound collection. Not a complete run.    

[Stock ID: 1189 ] £120 
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3.  ANDERDON, W[illiam]. H[enry]. The Catholic Crusoe; Adventures of Owen Evans, Set 

Ashore on a Desolate Island 1739. London: Burns and Oates. 1889 

Ninth Ed, Original red cloth gilt, spine faded, covers with a couple of small marks, book-label of Syon 

Abbey, Devon.    

[Stock ID: 1040 ] £55 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.  [ANON] BREVIARIUM ROMANUM Ex Decreto Sacro-Sancti Concilii Tridentini Restitutum, S. 

PII V. Pont. Max. Jussu editum, et Clementis VIII. primum, nunc denuo Urbani PP. VIII. auctoritate 

recognitum. Antwerp / Antwepiae: ex Archityypographia Plantiniana 1756 

An uncommon edition of this breviary, printed in red and black and with woodcut historiated initials 

throughout. Bound in period full calf, spine gilt between 5 raised bands. An ex Library copy with the 

usual labels to end papers, ink markings to verso of title, faint blind stamps to title and final leaf. 

  The binding is holding firmly and is in good condition only, hinges cracked, calf with some general 

wear to surface / extremities from handling, spine ends chipped and corners bumped. Contents are 

holding firmly and are generally in good clean condition if a little toned, with some occasional light 

creases or dust marking though nothing at all disfiguring. Old pencil inscription at head of title. 

Period marbled end papers, two labels to the front end paper. 

The Officina Plantiniana can be regarded as the most important printing and publishing house that 

Belgium has ever had. It was founded in 1555 by Christoffel Plantin who, in one of the most 

turbulent periods of Western history, succeeded in making himself the greatest typographer of his 

day, and was continued until 1876 by his descendants, the Moretuses.  

[Stock ID: 1135 ] £125 
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5.  [ANON] The Catholic Directory Ecclesiastical Register, and Almanac, for the Year 1860 

(being bissextile or leap year). London: Burns and Lambert 1860 

Steel engraved portrait frontispiece of the Late Bishop of Clifton. Original printed wrappers, cloth 

backed,   A bit dusty, the last leaf of the catalogue is torn, and mostly missing, else a very nice copy. 

The wrappers are slightly darkened, but only slightly chipped.  

[Stock ID: 1082 ] £44 

 

6.  [ANON] The Fifth Anglo-Catholic Congress London & Oxford 1933 In Commemoration of the 

Centenary of the Catholic Revival. London: Loxley Brothers 1933 

Title in Red and black. 16 plates, text illustrations. Printed paper wrappers. A High Church 

publication celebration and encouraging the Oxford Movement.  The yapped edges are a little 

nicked, a bit dusty but a very good copy.  

[Stock ID: 1092 ] £55 

 

7.  [ANON] Institution for the Propogation of the Faith To aid the Foreign Missions of the Old 

and the New World. Paris: E. J. Bailly C1850 

A lovely clean copy of this prospectus. No flaws. A brief outline to the work of the institution. 

Although undated, this would seem to have been printed in 1850.    

[Stock ID: 1034 ] £15 

 

8.  [ANON] Institution for the Propogation of the Faith To aid the Foreign Missions of the Old 

and the New World. Paris: E. J. Bailly C1850 

A lovely clean copy of this prospectus. No flaws. A brief outline to the work of the institution. 

Although undated, this would seem to have been printed in 1850.    

[Stock ID: 1035 ] £15 

 

9.  [ANON] Observations on Various Publications which have Issued From the Press During the 

Last Twenty-Five Years on The Coronation Oath Taken by the Kings of England.  London: Joseph 

Booker, No. 61, New Bond Street 1825 

A very nice copy of this ephemeral item. A single sheet, printed and folded into eight pages - uncut. 

There is a little foxing to the sheet, and a fractional darkening to the page edges. Clear and clean 

type. An anonymous essay, looking at the “Roman Catholic Question” following the Union of Great 

Britain with Ireland.    

[Stock ID: 1042 ] £48 
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10.  [ANON] Two Prayers The Prayer of Pope Boniface & Philip the Fourth of France, and The 

Prayer of St Bernard to the Virgin Mary.   1850 

A Single sheet, folded into four, and with two prayers -each printed in both Latin and English. The 

first is a prayer to Jesus, which Pope Boniface had granted an indulgence to King Philip IV of France, 

if said at certain points during Mass. The second is the Prayer of St Bernard.   Very clean and tidy, 

with just a touch of darkening to the page edges. Heavily printed onto high quality paper.  

[Stock ID: 1016 ] £25 

 

Scarce St Dominic’s Press item with additional poem in MS by author 

11.  ASHFORD, Faith A Soul Cake.  Ditchling: S. Dominic’s Press 1919 

Gill's Press device in red on the title. Original drab brown paper wrappers with the title in black on 

the front cover,  the rear blanks hold an original autograph poem of 57 lines over two pages, 

initialled by Faith Ashford, entitled 'Midnight Mass', an attractive personal copy. *LIMITED EDITION 

of 240 copies Gill’s Dominic’s Press device to the title page a little faded around the edges and a few 

very small edge tears without loss, minimal wear to the spine ends, 

[Stock ID: 1068 ] £185 

 

12.  Association for the Propagation of the Faith. Annals of the Propagation of the Faith: 

Volume XI. March 1850 Number LXV. London: Association for the Propagation of the Faith 1850 

A Periodical Collection of Letters from the Bishops and Missionaries Employed in the Missions of the 

Old and New. Pale blue paper covers. Uncut pages.   A very nice copy of this individual issue of the 

Annals. Clean and tidy pale blue paper covers. Internally clean and tidy throughout. Uncut pages.  

The Association for the Propagation of the Faith is a Roman Catholic institution which is dedicated to 

supporting with prayer and funds the Catholic Missionaries who work overseas (I.e. not in the United 

Kingdom). 

[Stock ID: 1138 ] £20 

 

13.  Association for the Propagation of the Faith Annals of the Propagation of the Faith: Volume 

XI. March 1850 Number LXV. London: Association for the Propagation of the Faith 1850 

A Periodical Collection of Letters from the Bishops and Missionaries Employed in the Missions of the 

Old and New. Pale blue paper covers. Uncut pages.   A very nice copy of this individual issue of the 

Annals. Clean and tidy pale blue paper covers. Internally clean and tidy throughout. Uncut pages. A 

tiny mark to the front cover of the wrapper and first page.  

The Association for the Propagation of the Faith is a Roman Catholic institution which is dedicated to 

supporting with prayer and funds the Catholic Missionaries who work overseas (I.e. not in the United 

Kingdom). 

[Stock ID: 1139 ] £20 
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14.  Association for the Propagation of the Faith Annals of the Propagation of the Faith: Volume 

XIV. January 1853. Number LXXXII. London: Association for the Propagation of the Faith 1850 

A Periodical Collection of Letters from the Bishops and Missionaries Employed in the Missions of the 

Old and New. Pale blue paper covers. Uncut pages.   A very nice copy of this individual issue of the 

Annals. Clean and tidy pale blue paper covers. Internally clean and tidy throughout. Uncut pages. A 

tiny amount of foxing to the front cover of the wrapper and first page.  

The Association for the Propagation of the Faith is a Roman Catholic institution which is dedicated to 

supporting with prayer and funds the Catholic Missionaries who work overseas (I.e. not in the United 

Kingdom). 

[Stock ID: 1140 ] £20 

 

15.  Association for the Propagation of the Faith Annals of the Propagation of the Faith: Volume 

X. January 1849. Number LVIII. London: Association for the Propagation of the Faith 1849 

A Periodical Collection of Letters from the Bishops and Missionaries Employed in the Missions of the 

Old and New. Pale blue paper covers. Uncut pages. The bulk of this issue is dealing with the missions 

to China. There is also included a spotless loose gather with half title and title page for Volume IX, 

with a small attractive vignette to the title page - intended for the binder but not used.   A very nice 

copy of this individual issue of the Annals. Clean and tidy pale blue paper covers. Internally clean and 

tidy throughout. Uncut pages.  

The Association for the Propagation of the Faith is a Roman Catholic institution which is dedicated to 

supporting with prayer and funds the Catholic Missionaries who work overseas (I.e. not in the United 

Kingdom). 

[Stock ID: 1141 ] £20 

 

16.  Association for the Propagation of the Faith Annals of the Propagation of the Faith: Volume 

XIV. January 1853. Number LXXXII. London: Association for the Propagation of the Faith 1853 

A Periodical Collection of Letters from the Bishops and Missionaries Employed in the Missions of the 

Old and New. Pale blue paper covers. Uncut pages. The bulk of this issue is dealing with the missions 

to China.   A quite reasonable copy of this individual issue of the Annals. sound, but somewhat 

darkened and dusty pale blue paper covers. Internally clean and tidy throughout, although there is a 

little darkening to the first page. Uncut pages.  

The Association for the Propagation of the Faith is a Roman Catholic institution which is dedicated to 

supporting with prayer and funds the Catholic Missionaries who work overseas (I.e. not in the United 

Kingdom). 

[Stock ID: 1142 ] £15 
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17.  Association for the Propagation of the Faith Annals of the Propagation of the Faith: Volume 

XI. March 1850. Number LXV. London: Association for the Propagation of the Faith 1850 

A Periodical Collection of Letters from the Bishops and Missionaries Employed in the Missions of the 

Old and New. Pale blue paper covers. Uncut pages. The bulk of this issue is dealing with the missions 

to Oceanica and China.   A quite reasonable copy of this individual issue of the Annals. sound, but 

somewhat darkened and dusty pale blue paper covers. Internally clean and tidy throughout, 

although there is a little darkening to the first page. Uncut pages.  

The Association for the Propagation of the Faith is a Roman Catholic institution which is dedicated to 

supporting with prayer and funds the Catholic Missionaries who work overseas (I.e. not in the United 

Kingdom). 

[Stock ID: 1143 ] £15 

 

18.  Association for the Propagation of the Faith Annals of the Propagation of the Faith: Volume 

XI. September 1850. Number LXVIII. London: Association for the Propagation of the Faith 1850 

A Periodical Collection of Letters from the Bishops and Missionaries Employed in the Missions of the 

Old and New. Pale blue paper covers. Uncut pages. The bulk of this issue is dealing with the missions 

to America and China. It also contains several letters from Pope Pius IX.   A quite reasonable copy of 

this individual issue of the Annals. sound, but somewhat darkened and dusty pale blue paper covers. 

Internally clean and tidy throughout, although there is a little darkening to the first page. Uncut 

pages.  

The Association for the Propagation of the Faith is a Roman Catholic institution which is dedicated to 

supporting with prayer and funds the Catholic Missionaries who work overseas (I.e. not in the United 

Kingdom). 

[Stock ID: 1144 ] £15 

 

19.  Association for the Propagation of the Faith Annals of the Propagation of the Faith: January 

1838. Number LVI. Paris: Association for the Propagation of the Faith 1838 

A Periodical Collection of Letters from the Bishops and Missionaries Employed in the Missions of the 

Old and New. Pale blue paper covers. Uncut pages. The bulk of this issue is dealing with the missions 

to Oceanica. At this stage, the Annals were still printed in Paris in English and sold by Keating and 

Brown in London.  A quite reasonable copy of this individual issue of the Annals. sound, but 

somewhat darkened and dusty pale blue paper covers. Internally clean and tidy throughout, 

although there is a little darkening to the first page. Uncut pages. The first couple of pages has a 

small nicking to the corner. 

The Association for the Propagation of the Faith is a Roman Catholic institution which is dedicated to 

supporting with prayer and funds the Catholic Missionaries who work overseas (I.e. not in the United 

Kingdom). 

[Stock ID: 1145 ] £20 
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20.  Association for the Propagation of the Faith Annals of the Propagation of the Faith: Volume 

X. January 1849. Number LVIII. London: Association for the Propagation of the Faith 1849 

A Periodical Collection of Letters from the Bishops and Missionaries Employed in the Missions of the 

Old and New. Pale blue paper covers. Uncut pages. This issue is largely dealing with the missions in 

China.  There is also a loose gather with a half title and title page (and small vignette) to volume IX 

for the binder to use (unused).  A very nice copy of this individual issue of the Annals. Clean and tidy 

pale blue paper covers. Internally clean and tidy throughout. Uncut pages. A tiny amount of foxing to 

the front cover of the wrapper and first page.  

The Association for the Propagation of the Faith is a Roman Catholic institution which is dedicated to 

supporting with prayer and funds the Catholic Missionaries who work overseas (I.e. not in the United 

Kingdom). 

[Stock ID: 1146 ] £20 

 

21.  Association for the Propagation of the Faith Annals of the Propagation of the Faith: Volume 

X. May 1849. Number LX. London: Association for the Propagation of the Faith 1849 

A Periodical Collection of Letters from the Bishops and Missionaries Employed in the Missions of the 

Old and New. Pale blue paper covers. Uncut pages. This issue is largely dealing with the missions in 

China and America.  A very nice copy of this individual issue of the Annals. Clean and tidy pale blue 

paper covers. Internally clean and tidy throughout. Uncut pages. A tiny amount of foxing to the front 

cover of the wrapper and first page. Light crease to the front cover.  

The Association for the Propagation of the Faith is a Roman Catholic institution which is dedicated to 

supporting with prayer and funds the Catholic Missionaries who work overseas (I.e. not in the United 

Kingdom). 

[Stock ID: 1147 ] £20 

 

22.  [AUSTRALIA] The Australian Messenger of the Sacred Heart.  Sydney: “Messenger Office”, 

Riverview College 1894 

A monthly magazine for Roman Catholics in Australia. Includes prayers, essays, Catholic news, In 

Memoriam, lists of converts etc. Occasional woodcut head-piece and vignette. Original red calf gilt, a 

little rubbed at the edges, small split at the rear edge of the head of the spine, joints firm and 

contents clean, a very good copy.   Slightly rubbed to the spine. bookplate to the inside cover stating 

“Library of Syon Abbey”. Gift inscription to the verso of the end paper. “ To dear Rev. Mother from 

the Srs of Mercy at Gambus (?) Jan 14th 95” 

[Stock ID: 1031 ] £80 
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23.  B., A. von Prince Arumugam, the Steadfast Indian Convert. Translated from the German of 

A. v. B. [by the REV. N. KERSTEN?]. Freiburg: im Breisgau B. Herder 1895 

Original cloth-backed decorated boards. A title in the series Tales of Foreign Tales. A Series of 

Illustrated Tales for the Young. Collected by the Rev. Jos. Spillmann S.J. R. E. KEPLER A very good 

copy - A touch of darkening to the tan boards only. Pages are fractionally darkened only.  

[Stock ID: 1078 ] £50 

 

24.  [BARNEWALL, Henrietta] A Hundred Years Ago Or A Narrative of Events Leading to the 

Marriage and Conversion to the Catholic Faith of Mr. and Mrs. Marlow Sidney, of Cowpen Hall, 

Northumberland, to which are added A Few Incidents in their Life by their Grand-Daughter. London: 

Burns & Oates, Limited 1877 

Additional publisher is listed as Catholic Publications Society Co. New York. Collation: pp. (ii), iii, (i), 

126.  A very good copy in the original cloth. Clean and tidy red cloth with gilt lines and titles.  

[Stock ID: 1056 ] £48 

 

25.  BARRUEL, Abbe. The History of the Clergy During 

the French Revolution. A Work Dedicated to the English 

Nationl by the Abbe BARRUEL, Almoner to her Serene Highness 

the Princess of Conti. London: J. P. Cochlan 1794 

A very nice copy of this, the First English Language edition. 

(Originally published in French). Although an ex-libris copy, this 

is from the Roman Catholic Buckfast Abbey, in Devon, and the 

internal library marks are limited to two of their library labels 

to the inside board.  Illustrated title page with a woodcut 

vignette.  The book is bound with its original boards and cloth 

spine. Title and library number to the spine in white ink. The 

boards are a little darkened and rubbed, but overall in sound 

condition. Internally the book is in excellent condition. The 

pages are slightly darkened to the page edges, but clean and 

tidy throughout.  

The Princess of Conti was Maria Fortunata d'Este, The title of Prince & Princess of Conti were French 

honorific titles, from the Bourbon Dynasty. They died out with the death of the Princess. After 

fleeing France during the revolution, she travelled incognito as the comtesse de Triel, dying in Venice 

on 21 September 1803.  

[Stock ID: 1060 ] £175 
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An Early Counter Reformation work attacking 

Calvinists for claiming that the Pope was the Anti-

Christ 

26.  BECANUS, Martino. Disputatio Theologica 

de Antichristo Reformato in qua tum alii, tum 

Marpurgensis quidam Caluinista refutatur,  qui 

nuper duplici elencho conatus est probare, papam 

esse antichristum. Cum appendice, An Romana 

Ecclesia defecerit a` fide? Cologne: Sumptibus Bernardi Gualtheri 1608 

bound in early limp vellum with manuscript title to spine, remains of cord ties to fore edge. First 

Edition. Dealing with accusations by Calvinists that the Pope was the Anti-Christ.  The binding is 

holding quite firmly by the cords, dust soiled and marked to surface, chipped with loss to spine at 

head and toward centre of upper hinge. Text block is holding firmly and generally in good condition 

if a little toned at points, with some light scattered foxing, occasional creases and dust marking, 

worm track toward foot of gutter throughout, touching into letterpress at points, another cluster 

starting at sig F4 to end entering two lines of text, not affecting legibility. Upper end paper detached.    

Martin Becanus was a Jesuit and one of the most controversial of the Counter Reformation 

Theologians. Although he primarily attacked the Calvinists, he was not overly keen on Anglicans or 

Lutherans either.  

[Stock ID: 1182 ] £250 

 

27.  BERNARD, Saint, of Clairvaux S. Bernardi Claraevallensis Abbatis De Consideratione Libri V. 

Ad Eugenium III. Accedunt Duae Eisdem Epistolae Una Ad Totam Curiam Romanam, Quandoque 

Elegerunt Abbatem S. Anastasii in Papam Eugenium: Altera Ad Dominum Papam Eugenium Recens in 

Ponbtificem Assumptum. Ad Codd. Manacc. Vereunque Edd. Fidem Recensuit et Annotationes 

Criticas Adiecit IO. GEORG. KRABINGER. Landishuti: In Libraria Josephi Thomanni. 1845 

A decent copy of this work. First edition. Half vellum with marbelled boards. Both are slightly rubbed 

and marked, but still very presentable. Internally clean and tidy, with a touch of foxing, particularly 

to the end papers.   good, with an owner’s inscription to the front end paper.  

[Stock ID: 1107 ] £90 

 

28.  BRIDGETTINE FATHERS, The. The Catholic Review.  London: Art & Book Company 1913 

Volume 1 only. Half Vellum, top edge gilt, occasional foxing, else a very good copy. The covers are 

clean and tidy.    

pp. (ii), 312. 

[Stock ID: 1014 ] £45 
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29.  BURNAND, Sir F. C. The Catholic Who's Who & Year Book 1908.  London: Burns & Oates 

1908 

pp. (iv), xxxiv, 444, 136, (iv). Original blue cloth, now faded, else a very good copy. Full of adverts for 

Catholic companies (or those wishing to supply the needs of Catholics). A comprehensive dictionary 

of British Roman Catholics alive at the time, not just clerics, but judges, lawyers, authors and military 

men.   In very good condition. A touch of foxing to the closed page edges and fading to the spine 

only.  

Sir Francis Cowley Burnand, (1836-1917) was a Catholic writer and dramatist, knighted in 1902 for 

his contributions to Punch. (he was editor) 

[Stock ID: 1057 ] £39 

 

30.  CAMM, Dom Bede. A Birthday Book of the English Martyrs.  London: R & T. W. Washbourne 

1908 

Original red cloth now faded to the spine and top edge of the rear board, title illuminated in colour. 

All paged have a decorative woodcut border (in black and white). Alternate pages with a blank panel 

within a decorative border (for filling out anniversaries etc. for the relevant date.)   

Poetry. Daily meditations. Fragments of Hymns. English Martyrs. Elizabethan era. Catholics 

[Stock ID: 1030 ] £45 

 

31.  Chanoine CLEMENCE. Les Caracteres du Messie Verifies en Jesus de Nazareth. Two volumes 

bound as one. Rouen: Chez Laurent Dumesnil 1776 

Contemporary quarter leather with imitation calf boards. The spine has panels with black labels. Gilt 

titles. The work is complete in two parts, with two title pages. Title woodcuts and initial and final 

woodcuts for chapters.   Overall in good condition. The boards are clean and tidy, with minimal 

bumping. The leather is sound, with a little rubbing only. There is slight cracking to the surface of the 

labels, but no loss. Internally mainly excellent. The end papers are slightly darkened and have a 

recent owner’s signature to the front end paper. The half title page to the second volume has a two 

inch closed tear to the bottom edge. The rest of the book is very bright and tidy. 

Chanoine is the French for Canon - a senior clerical title. Clemence was the Canon at Rouen. 

[Stock ID: 1185 ] £100 

 

32.  CLIFFORD, Hugh Charles, Lord. Christianity Versus Slavery or, A Report, published in the 

“Glasgow Argus” newspaper, November 8, 1841, of a Lecture, Delivered at an Anti-Slavery Meeting 

in that City, by George Thompson, Esq.; An Extract from a pamphlet, entitle “proceedings at the First 

Public Meeting of the Society for the Extinction of the Slave Trade and Colonization of Africa, held at 

Exeter Hall”. Together with, Three Papal Briefs of Urban VIII, Benedict XIV, and of his present 

Holiness, Gregory XVI, not alluded to in the above meeting, and now presented with prefatory 

remarks, to the Catholics of Ireland by Hugh Charles, Lord Clifford. Dublin: W. Powell 1841 
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A lovely copy of this report. Original paper wrappers, sewn and largely still uncut. Clean and tidy with 

almost no markings. Fractional foxing to the rear panel.    

[Stock ID: 1033 ] £100 

 

33.  CLIFFORD, Hugh Charles, Lord. Correspondence Between the Editor of the Malta Times 

Newspaper and Hugh Charles Lord Clifford On Certain Charges Made in the Malta and English or Irish 

Newspapers, Against some Lectures Delivered in one of the Catholic Churches of Valletta by the 

Reverend Father J. Ryllo S.J. London: W. Davy 1842 

A nice copy of this first edition. The paper covers are a little darkened and marked, but not greatly. 

Internally clean and tidy throughout   

[Stock ID: 1038 ] £45 

 

34.  CLIFFORD, Hugh Charles, Lord. Notes on the Report of Lord Ellenborough's Speech 

September 23rd 1841  London: T. Jones 1841 

A short piece - only 8 pages long - containing notes about Ellenborough’s speech by the eminent 

Roman Catholic Lord Clifford. It makes only limited sense without a text of the original speech.   

Clean and tidy paper, with just a touch of marking to the pages.  

Edward Law, 1st Earl of Ellenborough GCB, PC (8 September 1790 – 22 December 1871) was a British 

Tory politician. He was four times President of the Board of Control and also served as Governor-

General of India. He made a speech in the Lords (shortly before his time in India) which was 

particularly concerned with the Jesuits in India. This was Clifford’s response and refutation.  

[Stock ID: 1037 ] £25 

 

35.  CLIFFORD, Hugh Charles, Lord. To The Schoolmistresses of the Catholic Schools at Court-

House, in Cannington, Somersetshire  Cannington Lord Clifford 1842 

A lovely copy of this missive, from Lord Clifford, to the schoolmistresses, after he had visited his 

estate at Cannington. He had endowed two schools here. There were obviously misapprehensions 

about the object of the schooling that Clifford provided, and here, he sets the record straight about 

the conditions attached to the child receiving a free (mainly religious) education, and the limits of 

these conditions.   Excellent condition. Almost as new. Two sheets, glued at the spine to make a 

small booklet. Clean and tidy without flaws 

[Stock ID: 1043 ] £24 
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36.  COLLIJN, Isak. Iconographia Birgittina Typographica Birgitta och Katherina. I: Medeltida 

Bildtryck. Fascicles I & II. Upsala & Stockholm: Almqvist & Wiksells 1915 

pp. X, 38 (ii). 10 plates [1 double-page, 9 tipped in illustrations of which 7 are in colour]; (ii), (41)-84, 

(iv). 10 plates [1 Triptych in colour, 9 tipped in illustrations of which 5 are in colour]. numerous text 

figures. Uncut in the original printed wrappers, trivial wear to the spine ends, occasional foxing, else 

very good copies.    

TOGETHER WITH: two related offprints in Swedish about St Birgitta by Collijn, (one of these is 

inscribed “with the author’s compliments” PLUS another by KARL KUP in English (An offprint of a 

1957 article from the New York Public library).  

[Stock ID: 1049 ] £200 

 

37.  CONCANNON, Mrs Thomas White. Horsemen The Story of the Jesuit Martyrs of North 

America. London: Sands & Co. 1930 

A decent copy of this first edition in its original wrappers. Property of the Sion Abbey in South Brent, 

it bears the bookplate “Ex Libris Monasterii S. Birgittae de Sion, Chudleigh.”  The white wrapper has 

some chipping and a little loss to the edges, with small closed tears. A little marking, but still in 

decent shape. The book itself is clean and tidy throughout with just a few foxing spots.  

An account of the lives of the Jesuit martyrs in the year of their canonisation. The martyrs were part 

of the early days of colonisation of Canada.  

[Stock ID: 1074 ] £50 

 

38.  DOWNING, Sister Mary Alphonsus [Ellen]. Voices From the Heart. Sacred Poems. New and 

Enlarged Edition Revised the the Right Rev. Doctor Leahy. Dublin: M.H. Gill and Son 1881 

Original blue cloth gilt, book-label of Syon Abbey (Monasterii S. Brigittae de Sion, Chudleigh). This is 

a presentation copy from W. F. Downing, Dublin 1884 to the Lady Abbess, with written presentation 

to the half title.    

[Stock ID: 1013 ] £65 
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39.  DOYLE, The Very Rev. Canon. A Brief Outline of the History of Old Hall. A Paper Written on 

the Occasion of the Centenary Celebration at St. Edmund’s College, in 1869. Standon: Edmundian 

Association 1891 

Original cloth gilt now a bit dulled, all edges gilt, some foxing at the front, else a very good copy. 

Owner’s name to the ffep (Syon Abbey, South Brent).    

St Edmund’s Hall was established in 1795 for the education of the children of Roman Catholic 

nobility.  

[Stock ID: 1077 ] £65 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

40.  [FLORIOT, Pierre]. Traite de la Messe de Paroisse Ou L’on decouvre les grands Mysteres 

cachez sous le voile de Ceremonies de la Messe Publique & Solemnelle; & les Instructions admirables 

que JESUS-CHRIST nous y donne par l’unite de son Sacrifice. Paris: Elie Josset 1691 

Title Vignette by “IP”. Full contemporary calf, spine with raised bands and gilt in panels, marbled 

end-papers, some rubbing of the edges, the beginning of a split at one side on the head of the spine, 

foot of the spine nicked, later notes in ink to the front free end-paper, else a very good copy. NB. 

Text is entirely in French.   

FLORIOT was a Roman Catholic Priest. He also published a book of Homilies. This work was first 

published in Paris in 1679. This new edition was published in the year of his death.  

[Stock ID: 1027 ] £175 

 

41.  GODEAU, Antoine. LES TABLEAUX DE LA PENITENCE.  Paris: Chez Augustin Courbe, en la 

petite Salle du Palais, a la Palme 1656 

Large 8vo, bound in worn full sheep, spine gilt lettered direct, both hinges cracked and tenuously 

held by a couple of cords. The main body of text is complete however there are four breaks in the 

pagination where the original full page illustrations have perhaps been replaced/tipped in. It is also 

unclear from the collations established whether pp. 1/2 is lacking:  the main body of text after table 
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of contents begins at sig A2 (pp.3), perhaps lacking a divisional title or similar.   With engraved 

halftitle and woodcut device to title present as called for plus 1 engraved plate bound in at pp. 17.  

In addition there are 17 full page illustrations present within the pagination PLUS: three engravings  

trimmed and tipped onto blank leaves at the following points: pp. 105/6, pp. 191/2 and pp. 407/8: a 

further 1 engraving has been trimmed and bound in at pp. 531/2  - we believe that these four 

illustrations have been gathered from other sources of the period. NB, Text in entirely in French.  

The binding is extensively rubbed and scuffed, hinges cracked and held by the cords, back strip 

chipped with loss at head/foot. Contents are holding firmly and are generally in good condition if a 

little toned, with some light scattered foxing, occasional creases or dust marking, some sporadic 

damp marking around fore and upper edges/corner, one leaf at pp. 559/60 with loss at two points at 

foredge margin, pp. 560 - 564 with some more notable browning, sporadic smudges and dust 

marking from handling, the plate comprising pp 407/8 notably browned, later marbled endpapers. 

[Stock ID: 1117 ] £125 

 

42.  [ANON]. GRAIL, the Four Witnesses.  Eastcote, Middlesex: The Grail 1947 

11 full page woodcuts, cloth backed boards, the cloth now faded. A light paper flaw at the lower 

margin of the title, else a very good copy.  B. DE BEZIER A touch of foxing to the covers, but overall in 

very nice condition. 

TOGETHER WITH: pp 8, Programme for the performance at the Royal Albert Hall on Maundy 

Thursday 1951 

[Stock ID: 1080 ] £40 

 

43.  HAUCHINI, Joannis. Pastorale Rituali Romano accommodatum, canones et ritus 

ecclesiasticos, qui ad Sacramentorum administrationem, aliaque pastoralia officia rite obeunda 

pertinent complectens; Reverendissimi & Illustrissimi Jacobi Boonen. Antwerpiae [Antwerp]:  Ex 

Architypographia Plantiniana 1796 

Text in Latin, printed in black and red and containing a good many pages of printed music in the form 

of liturgical chants. 4to, bound in period full calf, five gilt ruled raised bands to spine. one full page 

plate of Christ on the Cross and engraved title vignette of Christ the Good Shepherd; title page in red 

and black;  woodcut historiated initials. 

  The binding is holding firmly and is in good condition, with some general wear to surface / 

extremities from handling, spine ends chipped, upper hinge abraded down top compartment, 

corners bumped. Contents are holding firmly and in very good condition,a little toned/dust marked 

and with just occasional minor spots or handling marks. Period plain endpapers. 

The Plantin Press of Antwerp was one of the focal centres of the fine book trade from the Sixteenth 

Century when it was founded by Christophe Plantin, continuing until 1867.   

[Stock ID: 1173 ] £130.00 

 

44.  HILTON, Agnes Aubrey. In the Garden of God A Book of Saints and Flowers. London: G. J. 

Palmer & Sons 1904 
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Original Hessian covered boards. book-label of Syon Abbey, Devon to the inside front board.  12 full-

page woodcut illustrations plus some in the text, decorated initials and tail-pieces.  slightest wear to 

the spine ends, a couple of small marginal marks and a small marginal tear without loss. A little 

darkening to the pages, but overall a good copy.  

[Stock ID: 1190 ] £25 

 

45.  J.L. [GOTHER, John]. A Papist Mis-represented and Represented: Or, a Twofold Character of 

Popery. The Once Containing a Sum of the Superstitions, Idolatories, Cruelties........ The Other Laying 

open that Popery, which the Papists own and Profess.... London:  1685 

4to, bound in period full calf tooled in blind, five raised bands to spine.  15cm x 20cm. 

  The binding is holding firmly and is in good condition, hinges cracked but strong, spine ends a little 

chipped and corners scuffed, with some general wear to surface / extremities from handling. 

Contents are holding firmly and are generally in good condition if somewhat toned and damp 

marked, the latter resulting in sporadic staining and some paper damage to edges, title leaf laid 

down and with some loss to upper fore edge repaired, same leaf with a few early ink inscriptions, 

ensuing few leaves a little nicked / chipped to edges, final five leaves with some perforations from 

the effects of damp, worst to the final two leaves showing some notable loss to letterpress. Later 

plain endpapers / fly leaves. A reasonable reference copy 

Born in Southampton a Presbyterian, Gother converted to Catholicism, and was ordained Priest at 

the English Seminary in Lisbon. In 1681 he returned to England as part of the English Mission, and 

wrote controversial works in an attempt to show Protestants that Catholics were not superstitious 

idolators. This work was one of his most important, in which he refuted misconceptions of 

Catholicism. It was replied to by several Anglican Divines, including Stillingfleet. In 1688 Gother was 

arrested following the English Revolution, and eventually left England. On the way to take over the 

Presidency of the English College at Lisbon, he died at sea, and was buried at the college Chapel. 

[Stock ID: 1164 ] £150 

 

46.  KERSHAW, Isabelle. Sacred Scenes From Our Lady's Life, Arranged as Sacred Dramas.  

London: Burns & Oates. 1909 

A decent copy of this first edition. Clean and tidy pale blue boards with gilt titles to the front board. 

There is a touch of rubbing and darkening to the spine only. No wrapper. Internally clean and tidy 

with a little foxing to the end papers.    

[Stock ID: 1101 ] £30.00 
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47.  LIZET, Pierre. [LIZETII, Petri]. De Sacris Utriusq; Instrumenti Libris in Vulgare Eloquium 
minime vertendis, rudiq; plebi haud quaquam in vulgandis, dialogus inter Pantartcheum et 
Neoterum. Together with De Mobilibus Ecclesiae Praeceptionibus. Together with De Confessione 
Auriculari Tractatus (In three books, with an introduction, De Monastico Instituto Liber Unus; De 
Huivsce Seculi Caecitate, Ac Circumventione). Lugduni [Lyon]: Seb. Gryphium (Sebastian Gryphius) 
1552 
An interesting collection of works - two of the three having their own title pages. It would seem that 
these are in fact the constituent parts of Aduersus pseudoeua[n]gelicam haeresim libri seu 
commentarij nouem, duobus excusi uoluminibus. Which was published in Lyon in 1551. The titles 
here do not reference this earlier work, but the pagination conforms to Copac’s entries.  Early, 
possibly contemporary full leather boards with embossed blind stamped decoration and gilt 
decoration to front and rear board. A recent spine has been put on the work. Inside are three works, 
with small tabs denoting the begining of each work.  Publisher’s device to the two title pages, Initial 
capitals to each work. A smattering of other decorated initials.  Overall this work is in excellent 
condition for its age. The early boards are a little rubbed, and have a light scratch to the rear board, 
but overall are in very good shape. The spine is nicely matched, but almost brand new. Unusually, 
perhaps because of the composite nature of the work, the spine has 6 raised bands, with a gilt 
decoration to each panel, but no titles to it. Inside, the inside paper is a little chipped, and torn to 

the boards, but this has been pasted down (presumably 
when re-backed). The front and rear end papers are a 
touch nicked and marked - but not badly. The rest of the 
book is very tidy. There is a small amount of worm 
damage to the corner of the first few pages. Not affecting 
text. The pages are otherwise clean. Throughout the text 
there are quite a few annotations and marginalia in ink. 
These (including underlining) seem to be contemporary 
with the work, and are seemingly in Greek and Latin 
(there are a few later annotations in English in pencil). 
These don’t affect the text. 
Lizet, Pierre. Born in Salers in 1482 and died in Paris in 
1554.  He was a French magistrate, and the first President 
of the Parliament of Paris between 1529 and 1549. He 
was a highly educated jurist, and an expert in Canon Law, 
but his skills in this area have been overlooked due to his 
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theological rantings and fanatical anti-protestant stance. He presided over the “Burning House.” This 
was a French special tribunal, which was established to prosecute crimes against the state.  The court 
was held in a “burning room” so called because the hearings were held in a room hung with black 
drapes and lit by torches and candles. The most infamous of the Burning Houses was that held in 
1547 under Henry II against the Protestants. He allegedly presided over feasts where the hangings 
and burnings were the highlights of the festivities, carried out after the dessert. He fell from favour in 
court intrigues, and in 1550 lost his posts. He was appointed Abbot of Saint-Victor until his death. 
 
Sebastian Gryphius learnt the (then new) craft of printing in Germany and Venice, before settling in 
Lyon. Initially publishing works on Law and Administration. He became a strong part of the Lyon book 
trade, Interestingly, he was by the 1540’s willing to publish and shelter “suspect” authors, including 
heretics such as Etienne Dolet (later burned as an Atheist / Protestant). Ironic as he was here printing 
work from a virulently fanatical establishment figure. He died in 1556. There is a street in Lyon 
named after him.  
[Stock ID: 1167 ] £5000 

 

48.  M., A. K. No Title Begins at Page 1 with poem “Ite Missa Est.” London: Women’s Printing 

Society 1915 

Stitched into drab paper wrappers, uncut.  Very good. Clean and tidy with fractional marking only.  

Ite, missa est are the concluding Latin words addressed to the people in the Roman Catholic Mass . 

[Stock ID: 1079 ] £100 

 

49.  M., M. Memories of my Pilgrimage to the Holy Land.  London: Art & Book Company Ltd. 

1896 

pp. v, (iii), 92.  Frontispiece and 4 other woodcut plates. Original cloth. Clean and tidy blue covers 

with dark blue printed titles and device to the front cover. The frontis illustration and initial adverts 

are detached from the text block, but could be easily repaired. Moderate darkening to the pages, 

otherwise a sound copy.  

[Stock ID: 1051 ] £40 

 

50.  MAC CARTHY O.S.D. Mary Stanislaus. Songs of Sion.  Dublin: Browne and Nolan, Ltd 1898 

pp. vii, (i), 160.  4 plates. Original blue printed and bevelled cloth, uncut, leaf-patterned end papers, 

a bit of foxing to the ends, else a very good copy.   Portrait frontispiece pasted down to the front end 

paper (looks as if this is to hide a gift inscription to the verso of the end paper). Inside front board 

there is a label from the Library of Syon Abbey, Chudleigh, Devon.  

[Stock ID: 1048 ] £35 
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51.  MANNING, H[enry]. E[dward]. Very Rev. Temporal Sovereignty of the Popes. Three 

Lectures delivered in the Church of St. Mary of the Angels, Bayswater. London: W. Knowles, Norfolk 

Road 1860 

pp. 82. Original dark grey cloth with paper label on the front cover, a little faded to the edges else a 

very good copy.    

Born in 1808, H. E. Manning was an eminent clergyman in the Church of England. Following the 

Gorham Judgement, which effectively denied the efficacy of the Sacraments, he left the Church and 

converted to Catholicism in 1851. Later in life, he was made Archbishop of Westminster in 1865 and 

was elected Cardinal in 1875. Although never a formal follower of Cardinal Newman, he was 

influenced by him, and was certainly one of the High Church Anglo-Catholics. He died in 1892. 

[Stock ID: 1050 ] £60 

A calligraphic nineteenth century musical score 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

52.  Martins, Franco. Por. Fr. Antiphonae Majores    1818 

8 leaves, including the covers. C. 56x38 cms., musical notation with accompanying verbal score, 

stencilled decoration around the initial letters and elaborate stencilled cul-de-lampes, the covers 
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lettered as above within a decorated border and an elaborate floral device below, signed by the 

scribe - Por. Fr. Franco. Martins - R. da Gca. Lxa, Anno de 1818  The covers slightly torn at the fore 

edges with slight loss, now repaired, a bit dusty and speckled, internally in very good condition, faint 

trace of a central horizontal fold.  

[Stock ID: 1085 ] £850 

 

53.  MASSINI, P. Carlo. Istruzione de Orazioni Per Assistere Divotamente alla Santa Messa E per 

accostarsi Ai Sacramenti Della Confessione e Cummunione ed altre Divozioni.  Roma: Nella 

Stamperia Cannetti 1830 

Fourth Edition. A lovely little dis-bound bundle of gathers! Clean and tidy uncut pages on heavy 

paper. No marks.   

[Stock ID: 1036 ] £45 

 

54.  MONKS of Buckfast Abbey, Devon The Buckfast Abbey Chronicle Volume 18 Number 1. 

Spring 1948.  Buckfast, Devon: Buckfast Abbey 1948 

A very nice copy of this Benedictine Quarterly Journal. Full of period Catholic adverts, articles, book 

reviews and poetry. Pale blue paper covers.  A decent copy. The paper covers have a tiny bit of 

nicking to the edges. Internally clean and tidy throughout. 

[Stock ID: 1104 ] £12 

 

55.  MONKS of Buckfast Abbey, Devon. Chimes: A Benedictine Quarterly Review Volume III (3) 

Number XI. (eleven). July 1923. Buckfast, Devon: Buckfast Abbey 1923 

A very nice copy of this Benedictine Quarterly Journal. Full of period Catholic adverts, articles, book 

reviews and poetry.  frontis illus. of Buckfast Abbey in 1829 A decent copy. The paper covers are a 

little darkened and marked. The yapped edges are slightly nicked and have a few small closed tears. 

Internally clean and tidy throughout. 

[Stock ID: 1102 ] £25.00 

 

56.  MONKS of Buckfast Abbey, Devon. Chimes: A Benedictine Quarterly Review Volume III 

Number 3. New Series July- September 1929. Buckfast, Devon: Buckfast Abbey 1929 

A very nice copy of this Benedictine Quarterly Journal. Full of period Catholic adverts, articles, book 

reviews and poetry. Pale blue paper covers with silver decoration to the front cover. Articles include 

a translation of the original document of “The Surrender of Buckfast Abbey” There is also a 

photograph of detail from the Buckfast choir stalls tipped in. To the rear is an attractive colour 

illustrated folding advert for a clerical outfitters in Exeter.  frontis illus. of the Bishop of Plymouth 

(Bishop Barrett) A decent copy. The paper covers are a little faded to the edges. The yapped edges 

are slightly bruised. Internally clean and tidy throughout. 

[Stock ID: 1103 ] £25.00 
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57.  MONKS of Buckfast Abbey, Devon. Chimes: A Benedictine Quarterly Review Volume III (3) 

Number XII. (twelve). October 1923. Buckfast, Devon: Buckfast Abbey 1923 

A very nice copy of this Benedictine Quarterly Journal. Full of period Catholic adverts, articles, book 

reviews and poetry.  frontis illus. of Dom Vonier (The second Abbot of Buckfast) A decent copy. The 

paper covers are a little faded. The yapped edges are slightly nicked and have a few small closed 

tears. Internally clean and tidy throughout. The binding of the paper wrapper is coming away to the 

top edge, but is still holding. 

[Stock ID: 1105 ] £25 

 

58.  MONKS of Buckfast Abbey, Devon. Chimes: A Benedictine Quarterly Review Volume II (2) 

Number VII. (seven). July 1922. Buckfast, Devon: Buckfast Abbey 1922 

A very nice copy of this Benedictine Quarterly Journal. Full of period Catholic adverts, articles, book 

reviews and poetry.  frontis illus. of Dom Vonier (The second Abbot of Buckfast) photographs 

throughout. A decent copy. The paper covers are a little faded. The yapped edges are slightly nicked 

and have a few small closed tears. Internally clean and tidy throughout. The binding of the paper 

wrapper is coming away to the top edge, but is still holding. 

[Stock ID: 1106 ] £25 

 

photographic views of Saint Bernard Abbey. 

59. MOUNT SAINT BERNARD ABBEY Charnwood Forest, Leicestershire. 12 Camera Studies of 

the New Church.  Leicestershire: W. Thornley & Son,  1937 

Text on the inside of both covers, with 12 photographic plates. Original printed wrappers. A good 

copy.  12 black and white photographic plates A touch of marking to the outside covers. Internally 

clean and tidy. The block of the photographs has separated from the covers. A still present though.  

[Stock ID: 1044 ] £24 

 

The Christian Doctrines of Cardinal Ostini. 

60.  OSTINI, Pietro. Dottrina Cristiana Proposta dall Eminentissimo Cardinale Pietro Ostini Alla 

Sua Diocesi Di Albano  Edizione Eseguita Sulle Due Prime Di Iesi. Roma: Tipografia Delle Belle Arti 

1845 

A nice copy of this little book. The Christian Doctrine of Ostini as propounded first when he was 

Bishop of Jesi, and re-affirmed when he was Bishop of Albano. In it’s original pale blue paper 

wrappers.   The wrappers have a little marking, but not too bad. Internally clean and tidy 

throughout. There are a few pencilled annotations to the pages, and to the Title page, is written in 

pencil “Albano 1858”. This is possibly the signature of his successor as Bishop of Albano, Cardinal 

Costantino Patrizi Naro 
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Pietro Ostini (27 April 1775 – 11 July 1849) was an Italian papal diplomat and Cardinal. He was 

nuncio in Switzerland and became titular archbishop of Tarso in 1827. He was then nuncio in Brazil 

and Austro-Hungary. He was created Cardinal in 1831, and became bishop of Jesi in 1836. He 

became bishop of Albano in 1843.  

[Stock ID: 1041 ] £30 

 

61.  OSWIN, Ymal. The Lady in Crimson and Other Tales.  London: Art & Book Company Ltd. 

1906 

pp. (viii), 123, (i). Linen-backed red paper boards, covers a little spotted and marked, a very small 

marginal tear in one leaf, but overall a very good copy.   Bookplate to the inside board from Syon 

Abbey. (monasterii S. Birgittae de Sion, Chudleigh). 

Ymal Oswin is a pseudonym. This is a collection of Roman Catholic short stories.  

[Stock ID: 1047 ] £90 

 

62.  PATTERSON, Rev. James, W. The Church of England Versus the Roman Church in England A 

Plain Answer to the Perversions of a Pervert.  London: Simpkin, Marshall & Co. 1872 

Publisher’s blue decorated cloth  Fractional dulling to the spine, and a touch of rubbing. A little light 

intermittent foxing, but overall in excellent condition.  

[Stock ID: 1083 ] £55 

 

The Grantham Petition 

63.  [A ROMAN CATHOLIC] Letters, Addressed to the Editor of the Stamford News on the 

Grantham Petition of 1825 ...Against Further Concessions to His Majesty’s Roman Catholic Subjects 

in Great Britain or Ireland. By a Roman Catholic. Together with the Petition itself, the Declaration of 

the Roman Catholic Archbishops & Bishops in Ireland, and other Justificatory Documents. Stamford: 

Drakard and Wilson 1826 

A very nice copy of this piece of Roman Catholic Ephemera. Unbound, and with the top edge uncut, 

in its original sewn state as issued.Clean and tidy throughout, with just a touch of handling to the 

outside pages.  

[Stock ID: 1012 ] £75 

 

64.  SHERLOCK, William. A Preservative Against Popery: Being some Plain Directions to 

Unlearned Protestants, How to Dispute with Romish Priests. Together with The Second Part: 

Shewing how Contrary Popery is to the True Ends of the Christian Religion, Fitted for the Instruction 

of Unlearned Protestants. Together with A Vindication of Both Parts of the Preservative Against 

PoperyL In Answer to the Cavils of Lewis Sabran, Jesuit. Together with A Vindication of the Doctrine 

of the Holy and Ever Blessed Trinity, and the Incarnation of the Son of God. Occasioned by the Brief 
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Notes on the Creed of St. Athanasius, and the Brief History of the Unitarians, or Socinians, and 

containing an Answer to both. London: William Rogers 1688 

a bound volume of four separately published works by William Sherlock, each printed in London for 

William Rogers. 'A Preservative against Popery...', first part, 1688. Contents are complete - however 

note that this copy has duplicate half titles & titles present. Our collation: [8], 90, [2] pp, with final 

advertisement leaf present as called for. 'The Second part of the preservative against Popery', 1688. 

Contents are complete meeting collation: [4], 91, [1] pp, with half title present as called for. 'A 

Vindication of both parts of the preservative against Popery', 1688. Contents are complete meeting 

collation: [6], 111, [3] pp, with half title present as called for. 'A Vindication of the Doctrine of the 

Holy & ever blessed Trinity...', 1690. Contents are complete meeting collation: [58], 272 pp. 8vo in 

fours, bound in period panelled calf, four raised bands to spine. No title visible to the spine.  

  The dark brown leather is a little rubbed, with a touch of nicking to the top edge of the spine. Slight 

cracking to the front hinge, but not bad. Internally clean and tidy, with just a very slight darkening to 

the pages. Overall a clean and crisp copy. 

Sherlock, William (1639/40–1707), Was a Church of England clergyman and religious controversialist. 

It wasn’t just the Roman Catholics that he disliked! His early work criticised Dissenters and Puritans. 

During James II’s reign, he was a prolific writer of anti-Catholic material. Later, he was a prominent 

“non-Juror” refusing to take the Oath to William and Mary. He did finally take the oath (in the nick of 

time) and his reputation suffered as a result. The final work here - on the Trinity, was a separate 

piece, outlining his position that viewed the Trinity as three persons united by a mutual 

consciousness.  

[Stock ID: 1180 ] £150 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

65.  SMITH, George. The Britons and Saxons Not Converted to Popery; Or the Faith of our 

Ancestors Shewn to have been Corrupted by the Romish Church, And restored to its ancient purity 

by the Reformed Church of England: In Two Dialogues, Between a Gentleman and his Preceptor, 

Containing An Answer to all that is material in a book, entitles, England’s Conversion and 

Reformation compared &c. London: James Bettenham, for C. Davis., J. Clarke et al.  1748 

Recent buckram (Brown library style) with gilt titles to the spine. New end papers.   Roman 

CatholicThe binding is holding firmly and is in very good condition, with just the minimum of 

handling wear. Contents are holding firmly, lightly browned, with some loss of paper from the 

margins of the first two and last two leaves; half-titles preceding title page and on p. [211], first half 

title with loss at foot of approx one inch square from gutter; An old ink inscription on title page ‘By 
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Geo Smith see Biographia Britannica page 3733 1763’ , with indecipherable name in old pencil in top 

margin; a few pencil lines in margin; errata on p. xxvi. Modern green endpapers. 

[Stock ID: 1175 ] £300 

 

66.  [SOCIETY FOR THE PROPAGATION OF THE FAITH] Extracts from an Article contained in the 

58th Number of the "Annals of the Society for the Propagation of the Faith" Also a piece entitled 

“Glance at the Missions” extracted from the Dublin review. Lyons: Society for the Propagation of the 

Faith 1838 

A single sheet, folded Octavo, with 8 printed pages, uncut. This comprises two articles extracted 

from Annals of the Propagation of the faith - One is a summary of the income and expenditure of the 

missions. An interesting summary - showing which of the missions and individuals received grants. 

The other, is a summary of the work of the missions, first published in the Dublin Review (no. 8).  

Overall, this is in excellent condition. There is a touch of marking to the rear page only. Otherwise 

very clean and tidy.  

[Stock ID: 1108 ] £18 

 

 

 

 

An early text by a Controversial Jesuit. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

67.  SUAREZ, Fransisci, R.P. Opus De Triplici Virtute Theologica. Fide, Spe, et Charitate In Tres 

Tractatus, Pro Ipsarum Virtutum Numero Distributum. Ad Illustrissimium et Reverendissimim 

 Aschaffenburgi Hermanni Mylij Birkmanni: Escudebat Balthus Lippius 1622 

Printed in Aschaffenburg, Germany. This would appear to be the Second Edition. Folio, bound in 

period calf boards, recently re-backed in near matching calf, gilt lettered direct. An ex-library copy 

with ink stamp to the title leaf, no other markings noted. A portion (3” x 2” of the title has been torn 

away, but is still present, so could be repaired.) A portion of the corner of the title page has been 
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rebuilt by a binder. Both without loss of text or design.  There is a little marking and darkening 

throughout the book, consistent with age. Towards the front of the book there is a faint water mark, 

which diminishes as the pages progress. Does not affect text. A little mould has affected those leaves 

towards the front which have been stained. Throughout, the text is printed in Latin, in double 

column. Red and Black printed title page, with a woodcut vignette to the title page, which is the 

device of the Society of Jesus (Jesuits).  

Suarez (1548-1617) was a Spanish Jesuit pries, philosopher and theologian, one of the leading figures 

of the School of Salamanca movement, and generally regarded among the greatest scholastics after 

Thomas Aquinas. He wrote on a wide variety of subjects, producing a vast amount of work. (His 

complete works in Latin amount to twenty-six volumes). Suarez’ writings included treatises on law, 

the relationship between Church and State, metaphysics, and theology. He is considered the 

Godfather of International Law and much of his his work dealt with the relationship between the 

Monarch and the State. He was not uncontroversial, and his book, “De Defensione Fidei” was burned 

in England, and banned in France, after he wrote against the King of England. 

[Stock ID: 1023 ] £380 

 

68.  [TOTTENHAM, Rev. Edward a.o.] The Authenticated Report of the Discussion Which Took 

Place in the Chapel of the Roman Catholic College of Downside, Near Bath, on the 25th, 26th and 

27th of February, and the 5th, 6th and 7th March 1834 Subjects: “The Rule of the Faith”, and “The 

Sacrifice of the Mass”. Protestant Speakers: REV. EDWARD TOTTENHAM, REV. JOHN LYONS; Roman 

Catholic Speakers: REV. T. J. BROWN, REV T. M. MACDONELL, REV FRANCIS EDGEWORTH.  London: 

J.G. & F. Rivington, and J. Booker 1836 

Contemporary half calf rebacked, book-plate of the Tottenham Collection, Bath Guildhall Library. 

Signature of Ed Tottenham at the head of the title, “sold” stamp of Bath Municipal Libraries on the 

title.  Lithographic frontispiece with the facsimile signatures of the two short-hand writers, T.J. 

Brown and Ed, Tottenham.  There marbled boards are somewhat rubbed, but clean and tidy. There is 

chipping to the spine, and the top panel (1 inch) is detached (inside book awaiting repair). The title 

label to the spine has gone. Internally clean, but with some foxing spots.   

[Stock ID: 1039 ] £120 

 

69.  TOWERS, Richard. Are Catholics Forbidden to Read the Scriptures? To The Rev. Mr. Speck, 

Agent of the Hibernian Bible Society. Poole: J. Justican 1842 

A very nice copy of this small booklet. Originally produced as an open letter to Mr Speck, who was 

visiting Poole in Dorset in a missionary capacity. Clean and tidy pages, with just a touch of foxing to 

the end pages. There is no cover or boards to the booklet. Sewn binding. 18 pages long.    

[Stock ID: 1011 ] £40 

 

70.  WALSINGHAM, Francis. Le Secret Des Cours ou Memoires de Walsingham Secretaire d’Etat, 

sous la Reine Elisabeth, contenant les maximes de Politique necessaires aux Courtisans & aux 

Ministres d’Etat Cologne: ****** 1695 



  RC-01 

The Secret Memoirs of Walsingham - Queen Elizabeth’s Secretary of State. With the Remarks of 

Robert Nanton, Favourite of the Princess in her Reign. This volume was published in Cologne in 1695, 

over 100 years after the death of Walsingham. NB - The text is entirely in French.   A sound copy of 

this First Edition (Cologne Edition) in a somewhat flaky binding. The contemporary leather is chipped 

and rubbed to the edges and nicked and splitting to the spine. Would really benefit from a rebind at 

this stage. Internally the book is clean and tidy, but slightly darkened to the pages. A little marking, 

but overall quite presentable. Owner’s names / signatures to inside board and title page. The 

signatures (and common sense) would suggest that the ffep is missing. There is also no rear end 

paper. The rest of the book and the text is complete.  

[Stock ID: 1088 ] £225 

 

71.  WATERTON, Edmund. Pietas Mariana Britannica A History of English Devotion to the Most 

Blessed Virgin Marye Mother of God, with a Catalogue of Shrines, Sanctuaries, Offerings, Bequests, 

and other Memorials of the Piety of our Forefathers. London: St Joseph’s Catholic Library 1879 

Publisher’s blue cloth, discoloured along the spine and the upper and lower edges of the front board 

where once taped, the spine ends a bit worn and the rear joint weak, a little foxing at the ends, 

internally very good, with light foxing spots only. Bookplate from the Library of Syon Abbey to the 

front end paper (Monasterii S. Britgittae de Sion, Chudleigh).  Frontis of the Virgin Mary by 

Delamotte, of an Ivory in the Possession of Sion House.   

pp. xv, (i), 265, (i), 320. Frontispiece. 

[Stock ID: 1015 ] £125 

 

72.  WILSON, William Rae. Records of a Route Through France and Italy; With Sketches of 

Catholicism. London: Longman, Rees, Orme, Brown, Green, & Longman. 1835 

A sound first edition copy of this work. Original green buckram, recently repaired to the spine. From 

the Birmingham Medical Institute Library, with a library name to the spine, and small stamps to the 

plates. Complete. Frontis and three further lithograph plates. Overall a decent copy of this work. The 

binding has recently been professionally restored, so is now strong and tidy. Just a touch of marking 

to the buckram. Clean original yellow end papers. The work is complete and tidy, and has benefited 

from being re-cased. The title page has a little marking to it, and there is a touch of darkening 

throughout the work. Each of the plates and the title has a small library stamp to the edge.  

[Stock ID: 1157 ] £130.00 

 

73.  WINDISCHMANNUS, Fredericus Henr. Hugo. Sancara Sivede Theologumenis Vedanticorum 

Pars Prior Dissertatio Quam Ad Summos in Philosophia Honores ad Illustri In Universitate Fridericia 

Wilhelmia Rhenana Philosophorum Ordine Impetrandos Sripsit Fridericus Henr. Hugo 

Windischmannus. Place & Publisher unknown.   1832 

A nice little copy of this dissertation / pamphlet. 16 pages. Disbound. Although mainly clean and tidy, 

there is a touch of darkening to the pages. The main flaw is that the first and second page each have 

closed tears across the middle of the page. NB Text is entirely in Latin   

[Stock ID: 1063 ] £30 
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74.  WISEMAN, N. Funeral Oration on his Eminence Cardinal Weld Delivered at his Solemn 

Obsequies In the Church of S. Maria in Aquiro April 23. 1837 with an Italian Translation by James 

Mazio. Rome: Joseph Salviucci and son 1837 

A lovely copy of this first edition, in the original grey paper covers, ready for binding. Tipped in 

frontis illus. Dual language edition, with English and facing this an Italian translation. Opposing pages 

share pagination. One of Wiseman’s earliest works, this was later published in London. Pages are 

mainly uncut.  folding frontis illus. of Cardinal Weld’s Cenotaph The book is clean and tidy 

throughout. There is a touch of creasing to the grey paper covers. Internally in excellent shape. The 

folding Frontis illus. of Weld’s Cenotaph in the Church of Saint Maria is clean and tidy.  

[Stock ID: 1113 ] £45 

 

75.  [WOELLWARTH, Mary Elise]. Songs to Our Lady of Silence.  London: Burns and Oates 1958 

Original cloth backed grey paper boards, a faded strip at the top of each board, some foxing at the 

ends, two leaves carelessly opened, half title with top corner turned over.   

[Stock ID: 1028 ] £45 


